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This is a rom-based corepack for Duke It Out In D.C. installed to the internal flash memory of the
RG350 device. The corepack is a simple rom-based corepack without many options that replaces the
original D.C. Bonus Pack. You will be able to use all file formats that you can use with the original
D.C. Bonus Pack. This rom-based corepack does not require an internet connection to play the game.
(If you wish to use this corepack with a launch option in the launcher, you will need to manually
install the corepack files.) The files are included in the download below. Aliens have crash-landed
into the Capitol Building and have launched a massive invasion of Washington, D.C. Duke Nukem
arrives to find that the alien invaders have captured several national monuments and critical
government buildings, but in the end, Duke defeats the invading army and rescues the President
from the Cycloid Emperor. To commemorate the long-awaited 25th anniversary of Duke Nukem 3D:
Megaton Edition, Sunstorm Interactive made available an official patch for Duke Xtreme including
bug fixes, subtitles for all the language versions, and a remake of the original IGZ Duke Xtreme 1.11
patch. The Australian Classification Board eventually approved the release of the video games "Duke
Nukem 3D" and "Duke Nukem 3D: 20th Anniversary World Tour", making available the standard
triple A Duke Nukem 3D: Megaton Edition and its "Duke Nukem 3D: 20th Anniversary World Tour"
expansion pack for the PC. After the release of the Duke Nukem 3D: Megaton Edition and its
expansion pack, Duke Nukem 3D: 20th Anniversary World Tour, one noteworthy participant in the
industry-wide Dukes multiplayer online battle arena (MOBA) community was none other than Oleg
Vasilyev, founder of Vostok.su .
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